Abstract. Extension fault diagnosis is a new research direction in the field of intelligent fault diagnosis. The extension neural network model is introduced, including its structure and diagnostic principle. But for the problems of subjective parameters setting and algorithm precocious, the extension neural network model based on election campaign algorithm is proposed. It takes the dependent degree as the measurement and optimizes the parameters by using election campaign algorithm. The results of experiment show that using this algorithm the entire fault can be correctly detected and the precision is high.
algorithm cannot get the optimal solution. An extension neural network based on election campaign algorithm optimization is proposed in this paper. It optimizes the parameters by using election campaign algorithm, so that the extension distance could work and the extension neural network be build.
Correlation Function
In this paper, we use the elementary correlation function as the measure tool of the input node and the neuron in the extension neural network.
If set x to any point on the real axis, X 0 =<a, b> is any interval on the real field 
The distance between point x and interval X 0 is calculated by Eq. 1.
If set X=<c, d>, X 0 =<a, b> and X 0 ⊂X is intervals on the real field, then any point x on the real axis on the location of the interval sets of X 0 and X is specified as Eq. 2. D(x, X 0 , X) describes the location of the point x and the components of the interval sets X 0 and X. 
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If set X=<c, d>, X0=<a, b> and X0⊂X is intervals on the real field, common endpoint x z of the interval sets of X 0 and X is specified as Eq. 3. If there is no common endpoint, x z is null. For any point x≠x z in X 0 , k(x) is the elementary correlation function at the point x of the maximum value of X 0 and X. 
Extension Neural Network
In this paper, the extension neural network is a kind of feedforward network, which has only one layer of neurons. Fault feature vector input node corresponding to the extension of the neural network, the output nodes corresponding to each fault type, neurons and the output nodes corresponding to each neuron contains a summation function and a transfer function. Fig. 1 is the extension neural network structure of general single link weight connection. The circle in the figure are neurons, usually it is a matter element R=(N, C, V). The lines between matter element neurons indicates the connection between neurons. Connection weights w determined by the correlation function. ENN consists of a large number of extension neurons which are connected with each other to form a single layer or multi-layer network topology. It obtains the information from the outside through the material element input layer, after the internal operation of the network (the matter element transformation, the extension set, the operation of the correlation function, etc.), the output set is delivered to the network.
Extension neural network is a new type of neural network. The main idea of extension neural network is: extension neural network is the extension element theory model, extension distance and place value, correlation function, extension field, rhombus thinking concepts such as introducing neural network technology, which has more advantages in the treatment of a class compared with the traditional neural network problems or single use of extension theory method According to the actual use of stone cutting precision, we use virtual grid graphics witch has the spacing of required precision in the image. Each pixel of image is divide to equal virtual grid just like the sub pixel method [6] . A sample profile retrieval each virtual grid in the region, the definition of each gird is 0, gird out of the region is not 0. For example, the actual graphic discretization is shown in Fig. 1 . For the interpretation of clarity, we abstract some exceptions for sample enlarged graphics. If you can retrieve the picture element in the virtual grid area and small area, is defined as 0, said the need to discharge at the corresponding position; the remaining non 0, as shown in Figure 1 (b) . Fig. 1  (c) said there is a hole in the middle of the picture. All discharge can be considered as the target number is non-zero. ,
For the whole fault set F, the matter element model of the whole fault set is Eq.6. Fault set F the characteristic index c j of the node domain 
The value of any matter element c j is x j (t) , correlation degree of the classical field matter element and the same characteristic field element in each fault F i is showed in Eq. 7.
The neuron N i is corresponding to the fault F i , and the correlation degree K i (t) of F i , is the input of neuron N i . The weight coefficient α ij of the characteristic index c j to the fault F i .
According to the correlation function, correlation requirements K i (t) of sample M t corresponding to the fault F i must be K i (t) ≥0. The fault type T f of sample element M t is showed in Eq. 10. When |T f |=1, matter element is single fault. When |T f |>1, matter element is multiple faults. When |T f |=0, matter element is not in the F.
Election Campaign Algorithm for Link Weight Optimization
Election campaign algorithm (ECA) is an optimization algorithm simulating election process [10] . Framework of the election campaign algorithm is described as the follows: 
Experiment
Reference to the sample data in [11] , 58 sets of data are selected to set up the fault set of transformer fault diagnosis. The sample distribution of the fault set is shown in Tab. 1. Using Election campaign algorithm, the number of candidates define as 5, the number of voters is 10, the number of floating voters is 5, and the target accuracy is set as 1%. The experiment achieve the correct division of the transformer fault diagnosis, it prove the feasibility of the algorithm.
Conclusions
This paper uses correlation as a measure tool of extension neural network, and the extension neural network weights optimization using particle election campaign algorithm. The experiments show that this method can correctly diagnose the faults of the tested sample and has not the disadvantage of other fault diagnosis method.
